
(Description Updated on 7/16/2014)

Column Column Name Format Description Length limit in characters

A FID string
Unique Identifier automatically generated by the SMU Node of the 
NGDS.

255

B ReservoirURI string
Unique Identifier automatically generated by the SMU Node of the 
NGDS.

255

C ReservoirName string

Based on regional location of fairway, identified by Bebout D., R. 
Loucks, and A.R. Gregory, 1983 paper : Frio Sandstone reservoirs in 
the deep subsurface along the Texas Gulf Coast: Their potential for 
production of geopressured geothermal energy. And also based on 
areal formation extent. 

255

D Label string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

E OtherID string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

F OtherName string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

G Description string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

H County string The name of the county in Texas where the well is located. 255

I State string State name, Texas 255

J LocationName string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

K LatDegree decimal number
WGS 1984 Geographic Coordinate system - Point coordinates not 
used ; Refer to Shape Coordinates in columns BK - BR.

L LongDegree decimal number
WGS 1984 Geographic Coordinate system; Point coordinates not 
used; Refer to Shape Coordinates in columns BK - BR.

M SRS string Spatial Referencing System - WGS84 255

N LocationUncertaintyStatement string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

O TemperatureMax_F decimal number
Formation or Fairway highest recorded well corrected temperature 
°F.

P TemperatureMin_F decimal number Formation or Fairway lowest recorded well corrected temperature °F.

Q DepthToTop_ft decimal number Well top depth (ft)

R DepthToBottom_ft decimal number Well bottom depth (ft)

S DominantFormationName string
Most dominant producing formation that occurs within the 
reservoir/fairway boundaries identified.

255

T OtherFormationName string
Other producing formation that occurs within the reservoir/fairway 
boundaries identified.

255

U DominantLithologyName string Dominant lithology of a particular area of interest. 255

V OtherLithologyName string Other lithology encountered within a  particular area of interest. 255

W Area_acres decimal number Lateral extent of regional study area based on available data.

X Width_ft decimal number Width of regional study area (ft).

Y Length_ft decimal number Length of regional study area (ft).

Z SandVolume_cft decimal number Volume of sand between isotherms within study area (cubic feet).

BEG Reservoir Contribution

This describes the column order and description for data provided by the Bureau of Economic Geology (BEG) at the University of Texas, Austin.  These data were provided 
by BEG to the SMU Geothermal Laboratory as part of the National Geothermal Data System (NGDS) Project sponsored by the Department of Energy under grant DE-
EE0002852.  Some or all of these data were additionally made available via the NGDS through the interactive interface available at the SMU Node of the NGDS 
(http://geothermal.smu.edu) and/or through various 'content models' developed for use in exchanging information across the NGDS.  Additional information on the content 
model formats is available at http://schemas.usgin.org/models/. 

This particular set, the BEG Reservoir contribution, populates the following NGDS content model, which may be combined with other organizations' data when available : 

Geologic Reservoir Observation, available at http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/core.template_reservoir_materialized.zip

The BEG Reservoir data are available as a discrete dataset at http://geothermal.smu.edu/static/DatasetsZipped/staging.beg_reservoir_view_materialized.zip

Disclaimer

There are no warranties expressed or implied. Decisions based on the information available should be made after a thorough due diligence by the user.

Abstract:  BEG at University of Texas Reservoir Analysis data are from 55 different Texas geologic reservoirs, most with multiple depth ‘slices’.  The analysis contains net 
sand volume and thickness calculations, which can be used by geothermal reservoir engineers.  The submission file closely matches the content model layout for Geologic 
Reservoir.  Additional details appear below the column descriptions.
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AA BlockVolume_cft decimal number
Volume of sediment contained between isotherms within data area 
(cubic feet).

AB PercentSand decimal number Sand volume divided by block volume (%).

AC AverageNetSandThickness_ft decimal number
Average net sand thickness across data area as calculated from well 
log interpretation (ft).

AD WellCount integer Number of well logs contained by reservoir in question.

AE FaultCount integer Number of faults contained within area of study.

AF Faulted string Identification of fault blocks. 255

AG FaultType string
Type of fault found within the area of interest:  Growth, Normal, 
Thrust.

255

AH FaultHydraulicCharacter string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

AI FirstProductionDate date This column was intentionally left blank.   10

AJ LastProductionDate date This column was intentionally left blank.   10

AK YearsInProduction integer This column was intentionally left blank.   

AL MonthlyProduction_bbl decimal number This column was intentionally left blank.   

AM ProductionReportDate date This column was intentionally left blank.   10

AN AverageMonthlyWaterProduction_bbl decimal number Average monthly water production bbl/d within the area of interest.

AO MinimumMonthlyWaterProduction_bbl decimal number The minimum water production bbl/d monthly.

AP MaximumMonthlyWaterProduction_bbl decimal number The maximum water production bbl/d monthly.

AQ WaterInjection_bbl decimal number Reported water injected into well bbl/d.

AR WaterSaturation_pct decimal number Water Saturation (%)

AS WaterTDS_mgl decimal number Water Total Dissolved Solids (mg/L)

AT AverageFieldWidePressure_psi decimal number Average field wide pressure per area or region of study.

AU AverageFieldWideGradient_degfft decimal number
Average Field Wide Gradient calculated using corrected BHTs from 
wells in within area of study (°F/ft).

AV PorosityMax_pct decimal number Porosity values obtained from public data sources (%).

AW PorosityMin_pct decimal number Porosity values obtained from public data sources (%).

AX PermeabilityMax_mD decimal number Values obtained from published Literature within the area or 
calculated permeability using production tests (mD).

AY PermeabilityMin_mD decimal number Data values obtained from Literature published within the area (mD).

AZ CementationMineralogy string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

BA Trap string Geological formation, sediments natural trap such as Anticline| Facies 
Change|Stratigraphic |Combination.

255

BB Drive string Gas Cap Expansion| Water Drive| Pressure Depletion. 255

BC Gravity decimal number Hydrocarbon gas density expressed as the ratio of the molecular 
weight of the gas to the molecular weight of air.

255

BD CommodityOfInterest string Type of resource produced: oil, gas or both. 255

BE Stimulation string Acid Frac|Thermal Frac|Standard Frac| etc. 255

BF AveragePerforatedThickness_ft decimal number
Average perforated thickness/Height per well across area of interest 
(ft).

BG RelatedResource string This column was intentionally left blank.   255

BH Source string

Bureau of economic Geology|Integrated Core and Log Database| 
http://igor.beg.utexas.edu/crc2/|Kosters, E.C. et al., 1989|Atlas of 
Major Texas Gas Reservoirs| Buerau of Economic Geology and Gas 
Research |.

1023

BI MetadataURI string

Source where meta data was obtained:  
http://igor.beg.utexas.edu/crc2/  | 
http://energy.cr.usgs.gov/prov/prodwat/index.htm | Kosters et al. 
1989.

255

BJ Major Fields string Major fields found within the region of study or fairway. 511

BK cordinate_nw_long decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon: Northwest longitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BL cordinate_nw_lat decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Northwest latitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.
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BM cordinate_ne_long decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Northeast longitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BN cordinate_ne_lat decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Northeast latitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BO cordinate_sw_long decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Southwest longitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BP cordinate_sw_lat decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Southwest latitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BQ cordinate_se_long decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Southeast longitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

BR cordinate_se_lat decimal number Raster coordinate defining shape polygon:  Southeast latitude 
coordinate location using WGS84 Spatial Referencing System.

Reservoir 
Properties:

Pressure and Water 

Gradient and Isotherm 

Reservoir Geometries 

General Metadata

General reservoir data, such as field names and stimulation used were gathered from RRC production test data and scout ticket information. This data has been compiled and organized  by the Grids program 
at the BEG.

Permeability, Porosity and Water Saturation

Permeability, porosity and water saturation values are derived from two unique sources. The first source is the Bureau of Economic Geology Gas Atlas, which contains reservoir properties for different fields in 
Texas. The second source of data is derived from G-1 forms, which were obtained from the Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC). These forms were scanned and then used to build a database of reservoir 
properties for different fields.  Using these two sources, values for porosity, permeability and water saturation are calculated for a single isotherm interval within a specific geothermal fairway. This is done by 
averaging all data for a specific field with an isotherm. Standard deviation is also recorded to give insights into the uncertainty surrounding these values. A word of warning: it should be noted that the values 
obtained for porosity and permeability are likely biased. The data was obtained from resources with good reservoir characteristics - the production information as generated by the oil and gas industry. There 
is not significant data regarding dry holes or failed reservoir plays within this data set. Therefore, the values for permeability and porosity we have gathered will be higher than a random sampling of the 
population would otherwise show.  

Using production data from the IGOR (Integrated Core and Log Database) database and data obtained from G-1 forms, average reservoir pressures and water production values have been calculated. These 
values were calculated by averaging pressure and water production values for different depth intervals within a specific geothermal fairway. The only data used in this averaging process came from a time 
period of 2004-2012. The time frame was chosen so that obtained values approximate a snapshot of what these values are in the present day. 

A gradient is calculated for every specific geothermal fairway identified. This is done by gathering Bottom Hole Temperatures (BHTs) from wells contained within the geothermal fairway. Using these data, a 
plot of temperature with depth can be determined. Employing a 2nd order polynomial regression or linear regression, depending on the context of the case, allows for the calculation of a geothermal gradient 
for an identified geothermal fairway. This calculated gradient signifies an estimation of the change in temperature with depth with a minimal associated error. This methodology accounts for cases when 
individual well records may have been improperly recorded. Once this gradient equation is determined, isotherm values for 200 °F, 250 °F, 300 °F  and 350 °F are calculated for the identified fairway. These 
isotherm values are associated with the use of different geothermal binary turbines.

Our basin analysis of Texas Gulf Coast reservoirs began with an examination of well logs to determine areas of sand at depth. With access to over 30,000 well logs, we studied both gamma ray and 
spontaneous potential readings for the presence of a highly porous and permeable material – in this case, sand. Focusing on areas that were known to have higher temperatures at depth, we selected a 
representative number of well logs for a given area (typically 70% of the total number of wells), and made pay picks for sand throughout the log. Our pay picks began at a depth where a 200 °F isotherm was 
determined to be and continued through end of the log. Using these picks, we then created an isopach map for the reservoir that modeled net sand thickness within a given area. These isopach maps thus 
allow us to identify areas that contain a higher percentage of sand at depth. General reservoir measurements, such as width, length and volume, are calculated using the volumetric tool for isopach maps in 
Petra©. 
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